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Garrick’s books etc. n.d.[post 1822] 

 
Transcript:    
  
[pencil] I cannot help conceiving Sir & it is very natural to suppose that Mr Garrick meant 

to leave the whole of his Library [to]his Nephew. He left his Plate [----] things to his wife 
& in the same unbounded affection he left with the exceptions of his Copies of old Plays 
all his books of what kind soever to his Nephew. He knew that he had books of various 
kinds, he had MSS books printed books book of Maps Books of prints & books of 
Drawings. 

 I might rest here [---] and 
 But I shall endeavour to [----] that book of Plays. Such as we have here are essential for 

the purposes of illustrative reference That they are so considered [-------] and that 
without some specific directions to remove such & appropriate them to other purposes, 
which I cannot find in the will 

 
  One volume of military dresses of various epochs, Banditti figures &c 
 
[ink] I now proceed Sir to another division of the library that of the Fine arts, and if books plates 

of illustration are necessary in other Sciences, in Natural Hist[ory], antiquities they are 
doubtless in this division. 

 
 Garrick possessed numerous books on painting sculpture & Engraving not only in English 

but in French & Italian. I shall only refer to one of them the works of his friend and 
companion J. Reynolds. Dr Warton speaking in commendation of him says “These 
discourses contain more solid information on the Subject than can be found in any 
language. The precepts are philosophically founded in Truth & Nature & illustrated with 
the most proper & pertinent examples – these examples Sir are now before you. It is 
only necessary to cast an eye over the index of this book, to see that the author refers in 
every page to the works of Rubens, of Guido, of Guercini of Vandyke of every painter to 
be found in that collection, & to the works of Salvator Rosa, and could it Sir have been 
the design of him who collected the examples that express purpose of illustration for desiring useful 

knowledge from Men in whatever profession They should ever be disunited from the precepts that Sir I 
hold them by the strict interpretation of the word Books, for when I find it described in a 
Catalogue of Salvator Rosa’s works at the end of his life w[hi]ch is lately published when 
I find it described there as a Volume of Military dresses of various epochs Banditti 
figures & other capricci  60 pages the title leaf included. 


